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Welcome to 

Hope Animal Rescue!
Thank you for your interest in volunteering! This packet contains 
important information that you should review before you start.

About Us

Hope Animal Rescue (HAR) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization founded in 2013 by a 
mother/daughter duo that wanted to save animals at risk of being euthanized in shelters. HAR 
is made up of fosters who keep rescued dogs in their homes until they find forever families, 
and volunteers who help with everything else. HAR has grown a lot since 2013! Today, we 
depend on more than 75 active non-paid volunteers to keep our organization up and running.

The HAR Volunteer Experience

When you volunteer, you’re giving the animals one of the greatest gifts of all — your time. 
Whether you’re spending one-on-one time with the animals, helping out at events or 
assisting in some other way, you’re helping the animals find their forever families. We are 
incredibly grateful, and hope your time with us will be long. We wish you an enjoyable, safe, 
fulfilling, and rewarding volunteer experience!

We appreciate the time you invest in the animals and in us, and we strive to:
• Provide you with the information, training and support to help you be successful in your

volunteer experience
• Provide you with guidance and feedback
• Be receptive to and implement suggestions for improvement
• Treat you as a valuable member of our team



Volunteer Policy 

All volunteers must adhere to the following policies: 
• We do not cover expenses associated with volunteering, unless previously authorized by 

a board member in writing.
• You will need to carry your own insurance coverage. HAR doesn’t carry health, medical, 

liability, automotive, worker’s compensation, or disability coverage for any volunteer.
• We require a monthly commitment of one event or four (4) hours given to off-site projects 

for active volunteers
• We utilize Facebook and email for communication. If you don’t have a Facebook account, 

you will be responsible to check in with your coordinators to remain current with projects. 
Please check weekly for updates when working on projects.

• You are expected to sign in for each volunteer assignment you attend. There should be a 
sheet at the table, or ask the event leader for one.

• Stay within the parameters of your volunteer training and competency.
• All content developed for HAR by any HAR volunteer is the property of HAR. This 

includes, but is not limited to, all graphics, web pages, narratives, research, compilations, 
instructional tests, text, photos, videos, writings, computer programs, spreadsheets, 
summaries, and recordings. It also includes any proceeds or benefits derived from
said materials. Volunteers will receive appropriate credit for their contributions and 
submissions. You must request permission to use the HAR name and logo for purposes 
other than directly related to HAR business.

• You are expected to maintain confidentiality of privileged information you may have 
access to. If you have any questions, please ask a board member for assistance.

• We don’t tolerate inappropriate conduct towards any human or animal. This includes, but 
is not limited to, harassment, criminal misconduct, intimidation, discrimination or 
otherwise unsuitable behaviors. We reserve the right to dismiss any volunteer for cause; 
you may file a request for reconsideration with the board of directors.
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Overview of Volunteer 
Opportunities

1   Events
Assist with all aspects of adoption events
• Lead events
• Set-up and take down
• Manage x-pens (monitor behavior, watch for

signs of stress, talk to public)
• Event walkers to give dogs potty breaks
• Table ambassadors
• Recruit locations

2   Foster
Open your home to care for one of our 
adoptable dogs
• Foster volunteer: short or longer-term
• Foster coordinator: manage all aspects of

foster experience

3   Development
• Fundraising committee
• Donor recognition
• Online fundraisers
• Front-line acquisition of corporate donors/

sponsors
• Event coordination for fundraisers
• Research
• Special partnerships
• Grant-writing

4   Outreach
Assist with the 
Hope for Life  (H4L) & 
Shelter Intervention 
Program (SIPNC)

• Hope for Life works to
serve the community with
veterinary care assistance,
spay/neuter resources,
food/supplies, and
training assistance in 
cooperation with area partners

• Shelter Intervention Program works to 
create working partnerships with area 
providers to care for community animals, 
and decrease shelter intake

5   Advocacy
Focus on changing policies and laws for 
animals
• Research to determine the laws in 

existence and opposition to changes
• Advocate for amending definitions of 

certain laws and penalties to support 
animal welfare

• Decreasing rental restrictions by 
researching benefits to agencies and 
write proposals to encourage change
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(Volunteer Opportunities continued on next page)



6   Medical Team
Assist with the non-professional delivery of 
veterinary care
• Vaccines, preventatives, and medications

prescribed by veterinarians
• Medical foster volunteers for bottle babies,

pregnant/nursing moms and pups
• Records management, data entry, audits
• Microchipping rescue dogs

7   Marketing
▪ Creative

Newsletter, graphic design, writing, web
content, marketing materials

• Social Media
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook, 
online campaigns

• Photography
Event photos, on-location photo shoots

• Videography
Shooting and editing videos, interview 
videos, informational/instructional videos

• Web Management
Back-end design, web design, IT support, 
maintenance and optimization
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8   Accounting
• Bookkeeping
• Accounting
• Quickbooks
• Budgeting
• Financial reports

9   Administrative 
• Writing
• Research
• Document creation/editing

(Adobe)
• Proofreading
• Legal assistance
• Data entry

(continued)

Overview of Volunteer 
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Volunteering at Events 

Since we do not have a shelter or central location the public can visit, the best way for people to 
meet our animals is at weekend adoption events! 

1   Lead the event and ensure it goes smoothly. Bring the x-pens/supplies to the event and be 
the go-to person for any questions or issues that may arise during the event.

2   Staff the set-up and take-down crew to help set up, tear down, clean up potty accidents, 
and keep water bowls filled. Hang hand sanitizers, paper towels, poop bags, and signs on the 
pens. Place toys and water bowls inside the pens. 

3   Manage the x-pens (dog pens) to closely watch the dogs’ body language, remove dogs that 
are uncomfortable, prevent “doggie disagreements,” and answer questions. Please put your 
phone away if you are in a dog pen, things can escalate between dogs very quickly!

4   Walk dogs that need a potty break or assisting in introducing dogs. 
Dogs can be walked outside on-leash. Don’t forget to grab poop bags!

5   Be a table ambassador by setting up and sitting at our HAR table to greet people, answer 
    questions, share our mission, take donations, etc.

6   Recruit new locations for our adoption events.
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Event Safety

Keeping all the dogs and people safe at events is our number one priority. Follow these tips to 
help keep the dogs calm so that we have a great event.

1   General Pen Safety
• Never allow a non-volunteer into the pen. If a potential adopter wants to see a dog, we can put

the dog on a leash and bring it out of the pen. A volunteer should stay with the dog at all times.

• As volunteers enter/exit the pen, secure all the dogs so that they don’t escape. If you
need help, please ask. Our dogs are quick and can squeeze through the door if someone
does not have a hold of them. Stepping on the leash is an easy way to keep them in.

• Watch each dog’s body language. Cowering, lip licking, hair standing up, whale eyes, and/or a
tail between the legs are all signs a dog is uncomfortable. Always give a nervous dog space.

2   People Safety

• If a dog appears nervous or overwhelmed while interacting with a potential adopter, 
remove the dog from the situation immediately! Some things you can say once the dog 
is safe are, “He seemed a little overwhelmed and needed a break,” or “Events can be 
really stressful and he looked like he needed a bit of quiet time.” Even the best dogs can 
bite or nip if they feel afraid. The most well-intentioned adopters may miss important dog 
body language. It is up to us to monitor a dog’s stress level.

• Watch children closely. Make sure they do not stick their fingers in the pens or climb up 
on them. Children should not hold dogs unless a parent is assisting.

• Remind children and adults to pet a dog gently on its back or side, not on the head or face.

• Some dogs do not like to be picked up. If you are unsure about a specific dog, please ask.

• Puppies are often very mouthy and have sharp teeth. Remind potential adopters, 
including kids, that puppies are still learning their manners and to watch their fingers!

3     Dog Safety

• If two dogs show signs of not getting along, separate them. Flag down another volunteer 
who can take one of the dogs away. We usually set up several pens and put dogs with 
similar energy levels together.

• Some dogs are able to climb or jump out of pens. If this is the case, leave the leash on 
the dog so you can redirect him if he tries to escape.

• Keep in mind that events can be very stressful for the dogs. There are many new sights, 
sounds, and smells, in addition to attention from lots of strange people.

• If two dogs get into a spat, we will need to quickly separate them. If you are unsure if two 
dogs will get along, you can leave their leashes on in case you need to pull them apart.
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Adoption Basics

HAR does not do same-day adoptions. Instead, we encourage people to visit our website to fill 
out an application for the animal they might want to adopt. If the application is a good fit for the 
dog, we will do a home-visit before any final decisions are made. All of our animals are up-to-date 
on shots/preventatives, spayed or neutered, and microchipped prior to being adopted.

Pet Adoption Fees

$325   Puppies through 12 months

$275   Dogs 13 months through 7-years

$125   Senior Dogs 8-years and up

$125   Special needs dogs
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Other Easy Ways to Help

• Sign up for Amazon Smile (support Hope Animal Rescue!)
• Like and Share our posts on social media
• Make a monetary donation on our website, hopeanimals.org

Thank you for joining 
HAR! See you soon!




